University of Pennsylvania
School of Nursing

QUALIFYING EXAMINATION

The Qualifying Exam of ___________________ was held on ____________ from ________________.

The decision of the Examining Committee is as follows (check only one):

PASS

A. Both the written and oral explanation of the Qualifying Exam are satisfactory.

__________________

B. Minor changes are recommended by the committee that are to be made to the satisfaction of the Chairperson before the qualifying examination can be officially accepted. **

__________________

FAIL

Either the written or the oral portion (or both) of the Qualifying Exam are unsatisfactory.

__________________ WRITTEN ORAL (circle portions that are unsatisfactory)

Signatures of the Committee

Chairperson (Print):____________________________ (Sign):______________________________

Member (Print): ______________________________ (Sign):_____________________________

Member (Print): ______________________________ (Sign):_____________________________

__________________                     ________________
Graduate Group Chair                   Date

** It is the responsibility of the Chairperson to notify the Office of the Student Services when the changes are accepted.

This form should be submitted to the Office of Student Services, Suite M-18, for processing.